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I profeti biblici nella tradizione islamica
1999

is it possible to rethink the multilayered and polyvalent christology of the qur ān against the intersecting
of competing peripheral christianities anti jewish christian polemics and the making of a new arab state
in the 7th century near east to what extent may this help us to decipher moreover the intricate
redactional process of the quranic corpus and can we unearth from any conclusions as to the tension
between a messianic oriented and a prophetic guided religious thought buried in the document by
analysing first the typology and plausible date of the jesus texts contained in the qur ān which implies
moving far beyond both the habitual chronology of the qur ān and the common thematic division of the
passages in question and by examining in the second place the qur ān s earliest christology via à vis its
later and indeed much better known muhamadan kerygma the present study answers these crucial
questions and thereby sheds new light on the qur ān s original sectarian milieu and pre canonical
development

Cristo
2008

cultural interaction in the middle east since the rise of islam such was the title of a combined research
project of the universities of leiden and groningen aimed at describing the various ways in which the
christian communities of the middle east expressed their distinct cultural identity in muslim societies as
part of the project the symposium redefining christian identity christian cultural strategies since the rise
of islam took place at groningen university on april 7 10 1999 this book contains the proceedings of this
conference from the articles it becomes clear that a number of distinct cultural strategies can be
identified some of which were used very frequently others only in certain groups or at particular periods
of time the three main strategies that are represented in the papers of this volume are i reinterpretation
of the pre islamic christian heritage ii inculturation of elements from the new islamic context iii isolation
from the islamic context viewed in time it is clear that the reinterpretation of older christian heritage was
particularly important in the first two centuries after the rise of islam the seventh and eighth centuries
that inculturation was the dominant theme of the abbasid period in the ninth to twelfth centuries
whereas from the mongol period onwards from the thirteenth to the eighteenth centuries isolation more
and more often occurs although inculturation of elements from the predominantly muslim environment
never came to a complete standstill

Il Planctus Mariae Nella Tradizione Drammatica Del Medio Evo
2000

despite its relevance to the subsequent development of western islamic studies the intellectual
contribution of early modern catholicism is still an under researched area the aim of this volume is to fill
this gap offering a series of essays dealing with the study of the qur an and arabic language in early
modern catholic europe focusing on the circulation of manuscripts translations and printed books the
essays highlight how catholic orientalism contributed to the birth and spread of western islamic studies
although sometimes it was still directed towards religious polemics among the protagonists of this period
of islamic studies the volume will focus on catholic priests missionaries religious orders jesuits
franciscans carmelites eastern christians converts and other prominent figures in the catholic culture of
the time special attention will be given to the work of ludovico marracci author of a fundamental edition
of the arabic text and latin translation of the qur an with an introduction notes refutations and religious
and linguistic insights the volume is of interest to an audience of specialists and non specialists
interested both in islamic and qur anic studies and in the history of modern catholicism missions and
orientalism

The Quranic Jesus
2018-11-19

the qur an a guidebook is an updated english version of the work appeared in italian rome 2021 leggere
e studiare il corano which deals with the contents of the qur an the style and formal features of the text
the history and fixation of it and an poutline of the reception in islamic literature the aim of the work is to
give a reader a description of what he she can find in the islamic holy text and the state of the critical



debates on all the topics dealt with focusing mainly on the growing scholarly literature which appeared in
the last 30 years as such the work is unique in combining the aim to give comprehensive information on
the topic and at the same time reconstruct the critical debate in a balanced outline also emphasizing
confessional approaches and the dynamics in the study of the qur an there is nothing similar in
contemporary scholarship and the book is a handbook for students and scholars of islam but also for
readers in religious studies who need to know how the main questions related to the islamic text have
been discussed in recent scholarship

Redefining Christian Identity
2005

from the first centuries of islam to well into the middle ages jews and christians produced hundreds of
manuscripts containing portions of the bible in arabic until recently however these translations remained
largely neglected by biblical scholars and historians in telling the story of the bible in arabic this book
casts light on a crucial transition in the cultural and religious life of jews and christians in arabic speaking
lands in pre islamic times jewish and christian scriptures circulated orally in the arabic speaking milieu
after the rise of islam and the qur an s appearance as a scripture in its own right jews and christians
translated the hebrew bible and the greek new testament into arabic for their own use and as a response
to the qur an s retelling of biblical narratives from the ninth century onward a steady stream of jewish
and christian translations of the hebrew bible and new testament crossed communal borders to influence
the islamic world the bible in arabic offers a new frame of reference for the pivotal place of arabic bible
translations in the religious and cultural interactions between jews christians and muslims

The Qur’an in Rome
2024-03-04

davide assael la fratellanza nella tradizione biblica ii caino e abele seconda tappa di un progetto dedicato
allo studio delle coppie di fratelli del racconto biblico il libro su caino e abele si propone di indagare l
ideale della fratellanza nella tradizione biblica l autore si confronta con le principali interpretazioni della
prima coppia di fratelli ebraiche con la loro natura letteraria cristiane spesso caratterizzate dall
interazione con la filosofia e del pensiero laico moderno più volte tornato a riflettere su questa relazione
primigenia a diverse interpretazioni corrispondono diversi modelli di fratellanza attraverso i quali l autore
tenta di rispondere agli interrogativi espliciti fin dall introduzione chi è mio fratello cos è la fratellanza
quesiti che già accompagnavano il precedente volume dedicato a giacobbe ed esaù ma che qui trovano
una più stringente risposta davide assael laureato in filosofia teoretica all università degli studi di milano
ha poi approfondito gli studi teologici all università di ginevra durante la sua prima attività di ricerca ha
pubblicato volumi ed articoli sulla filosofia italiana contemporanea dal 2006 lavora per la fondazione
centro studi campostrini di verona per la quale sta anche conducendo studi che mirano a far interagire
categorie bibliche e filosofiche nel 2014 ha pubblicato con la nostra casa editrice il primo volume dell
opera la fratellanza nella tradizione biblica giacobbe e esaù

The Qur’an: A Guidebook
2023-02-20

this book is a study of the multiplicity of ways the bible was used by different groups during the middle
ages they explore different aspects of christian biblical study in the face of the challenges of religious
pluralism in the medieval and early modern periods

The Bible in Arabic
2015-10-27

the series islamkundliche untersuchungen was founded in 1969 by the klaus schwarz verlag since then it
has become one of the most important venues for publications in islamic and middle eastern studies its
more than 350 volumes cover a wide range of topics from the history culture and societies of the middle
east and north africa as well as neighboring regions in central south and southeast asia



La fratellanza nella tradizione biblica - volume II
2017-02-28

in this book angelika neuwirth provides a new approach to understanding the founding text of islam
typical exegesis of the qur an treats the text teleologically as a fait accompli finished text or as a replica
or summary of the bible in arabic instead neuwirth approaches the qur an as the product of a specific
community in the late antique arabian peninsula one which was exposed to the wider worlds of the
byzantine and sasanian empires and to the rich intellectual traditions of rabbinic judaism early
christianity and gnosticism a central goal of the book is to eliminate the notion of the qur an as being a
historical she argues that it is in fact highly aware of its place in late antiquity and is capable of yielding
valuable historical information by emphasizing the liturgical function of the qur an neuwirth allows
readers to see the text as an evolving oral tradition within the community before it became collected and
codified as a book this analysis sheds much needed light on the development of the qur an s historical
theological and political outlook the book s final chapters analyze the relationship of the qur an to the
bible to arabic poetic traditions and more generally to late antique culture and rhetorical forms by
providing a new introduction to the qur an one that uniquely challenges current ideas about its
emergence and development the qur an and late antiquity bridges the gap between eastern and western
approaches to this sacred text

Gesù Cristo e il cristianesimo nella tradizione giudaica antica
1994

how did muslims of the classical islamic period understand their past what value did they attach to
history how did they write history how did historiography fare relative to other kinds of arabic literature
these and other questions are answered in chase f robinson s islamic historiography an introduction to
the principal genres issues and problems of islamic historical writing in arabic that stresses the social and
political functions of historical writing in the islamic world beginning with the origins of the tradition in the
eighth and ninth centuries and covering its development until the beginning of the sixteenth century this
is an authoritative and yet accessible guide through a complex and forbidding field which is intended for
readers with little or no background in islamic history or arabic

Scripture And Pluralism
2005

part 1 is a comprehensive study of the qur anic data about each prophet with a full portrait of every
figure and dealing also with all the major scholarly literature on the subject and with the qur anic concept
of prophetology part 2 is a history and study of the general muslim literature dealing with the prophets

The Stories of the Prophets by Ibn Mutarrif al-Tarafi
2021-10-11

this second edition of a popular introduction to the qur an includes an essential updated reference guide
including a chronology of the revelation links to internet resources and suggestions for further reading
exploring the qur an s reception through history its key teachings and its place in contemporary thought
and belief this volume analyzes the qur an as the word of god its reception and communication by the
prophet muhammad the structure and language of the text conceptions of god the holy law and jihad
and islamic commentaries on qur anic teachings through the ages the qur an the basics second edition is
a concise and accessible introduction

The Qur'an and Late Antiquity
2019-02-19

this collection of essays reflects the wide range of david pingree s expertise in the scientific texts above
all concerning astronomy and astrology of ancient mesopotamia greece india persia and the medieval
arabic hebrew and latin traditions both theoretical aspects and the practical applications of the exact
sciences in time keeping prediction of the future and the operation of magic are dealt with the book
includes several critical editions and translations of hitherto unknown or understudied texts and a



particular emphasis is on the diffusion of scientific learning from one culture to another and through time
above all the essays show the variety and sophistication of the exact sciences in non western societies in
pre modern times

Il Dio di Gesù Cristo e i monoteismi
2003

this book is a valuable contribution to the study of messianism and millenarianism in the history of
muslim spain and pre modern morocco presented in a broader framework of research on muslim
eschatological beliefs and islamic ideas on legitimate power

Islamic Historiography
2003

this book is a study of related passages found in the arabic qur ān and the aramaic gospels i e the
gospels preserved in the syriac and christian palestinian aramaic dialects it builds upon the work of
traditional muslim scholars including al biqā ī d ca 808 1460 and al suyūṭī d 911 1505 who wrote books
examining connections between the qur ān on the one hand and biblical passages and aramaic
terminology on the other as well as modern western scholars including sidney griffith who argue that pre
islamic arabs accessed the bible in aramaic the qur ān and the aramaic gospel traditions examines the
history of religious movements in the middle east from 180 632 ce explaining islam as a response to the
disunity of the aramaic speaking churches it then compares the arabic text of the qur ān and the aramaic
text of the gospels under four main themes the prophets the clergy the divine and the apocalypse among
the findings of this book are that the articulator as well as audience of the qur ān were monotheistic in
origin probably bilingual culturally sophisticated and accustomed to the theological debates that raged
between the aramaic speaking churches arguing that the qur ān s teachings and ethics echo jewish
christian conservatism this book will be of interest to students and scholars of religion history and
literature

Biblical Prophets in the Qur'an and Muslim Literature
2013-01-11

nine essays by scholars who research the intersections of jewish christian and islamic literary traditions
explore various aspects of the textual and behavioral connections among these three major near eastern
religious communities paperback edition is available from the society of biblical literature sbl site org

The Qur'an
2016-06-17

the sixteen papers collected in this volume explore points of contact across the latin greek and islamic
worlds between c 1000 and c 1250 they arise from a conference organized by the british archaeological
association in palermo in 2012 and reflect its interest in patterns of cultural exchange across the
mediterranean ranging from the importation of artefacts textiles ceramics ivories and metalwork for the
most part to a specific desire to recruit eastern artists or emulate eastern mediterranean buildings the
individual essays cover a wide range of topics and media from the ways in which the cappella palatina in
palermo fostered contacts between muslim artists and christian models the importance of dress and
textiles in the wider world of mediterranean design and the possible use of muslim trained sculptors in
the emergent architectural sculpture of late 11th century northern spain to the significance of western
saints in the development of bethlehem as a pilgrimage centre and of eastern painters and techniques in
the proliferation of panel painting in catalonia around 1200 there are studies of buildings and the
ideological purpose behind them at canosa apulia feldebro hungary and charroux aquitaine comparative
studies of the domed churches of western france significant reappraisals of the porphyry tombs in
palermo cathedral the pictorial programme adopted in the baptistery at parma and of the chapter house
paintings at sigena and wide ranging papers on the migration of images of exotic creatures across the
mediterranean and on that most elusive and apparently mediteranean of objects the oliphant the volume
concludes with a study of the emergence of a supra regional style of architectural sculpture in the
western mediterranean and evident in barcelona tarragona and provence it is a third volume based on
the british archaeological association s 2014 conference in barcelona will explore romanesque patrons



and processes

Studies in the History of the Exact Sciences in Honour of
David Pingree
2004-02-01

nineteenth century philologist and biblical critic william robertson smith famously concluded that the
sacred status of holy places derives not from their intrinsic nature but from their social character building
upon this insight mecca and eden uses islamic exegetical and legal texts to analyze the rituals and
objects associated with the sanctuary at mecca integrating islamic examples into the comparative study
of religion brannon wheeler shows how the treatment of rituals relics and territory is related to the more
general mythological depiction of the origins of islamic civilization along the way wheeler considers the
contrast between mecca and eden in muslim rituals the dispersal and collection of relics of the prophet
muhammad their relationship to the sanctuary at mecca and long tombs associated with the gigantic size
of certain prophets mentioned in the quran mecca and eden succeeds as few books have done in making
islamic sources available to the broader study of religion

Messianism and Puritanical Reform
2006-06-01

still in its infancy because of the overly conservative views and methods assumed by the majority of
scholars working in it since the mid 19th century the field of early islamic and quranic studies is one in
which the very basic questions must nowadays be addressed with decision accordingly this book tries to
resituate the qur ān at the crossroads of the conversations of old to which its parabiblical narratives
witness and explores how muhammad s image which was apparently modelled after that of the
anonymous prophet repeatedly alluded to in the qur ān originally matched that of other prophets and or
charismatic figures distinctive in the late antique sectarian milieu out of which islam gradually emerged
moreover it contends that the quranic noah narratives provide a first hand window into the making of
muhammad as an eschatological prophet and further examines their form content purpose and sources
as a means of deciphering the scribal and intertextual nature of the qur ān as well as the jewish christian
background of the messianic controversy that gave birth to the new arab religion the previously
neglected view that muhammad was once tentatively thought of as a new messiah challenges our
common understanding of islam s origins

The Qur'an and the Aramaic Gospel Traditions
2013-12-17

in questo contributo l autrice esamina l interpretazione di 1tm 2 12 e di atti 18 26 nella tradizione
patristica partendo da una lettura analitica dei testi patristici nei quali ricorrono i suddetti passi
scritturistici l autrice desume i tratti essenziali attraverso i quali si estrinseca il ruolo della donna nella
chiesa e nella famiglia

Bible and Qurʼān
2004

teologi e filosofi poeti e pittori non hanno mai cessato di interrogarsi sulla natura degli angeli la loro
immagine insieme splendida ed estenuata pensierosa e feroce è penetrata così profondamente oltre che
nelle preghiere e nelle liturgie quotidiane dell occidente nella filosofia nella letteratura nella pittura nella
scultura ma anche nei sogni a occhi aperti nelle sottoculture e nel kitsch che una comprensione anche
semplicemente coerente dell argomento sembra impossibile in che modo comunicano fra loro e con gli
uomini di cui si prendono cura hanno un vero corpo o una specie di manichino che ogni volta assumono e
lasciano cadere qual è il loro sesso sono capaci di sentimenti possono ridere o piangere ma soprattutto
qual è la loro funzione nel governo divino del mondo divisa in tre sezioni corrispondenti alle tre grandi
religioni del libro ebraismo cristianesimo islam questa antologia riunisce per la prima volta in una
accurata presentazione critica i testi più significativi mai scritti sugli angeli da origene a tommaso d
aquino dalla bibbia a maimonide da avicenna al sufismo ne esce un immagine completamente nuova in
cui le delicate creature alate che ci sorridono dai quadri di giovanni bellini mostrano improvvisamente i
tratti terribili della milizia divina e quelli loschi di una sterminata burocrazia celeste che tiene nelle sue



mani non solo le fila dei rapporti fra il divino e l umano ma anche la stessa posta in gioco della politica
occidentale

Romanesque and the Mediterranean
2017-12-02

le vicende dei patriarchi sono state rilette dai giudei dopo l esilio babilonese in modo da far loro
esprimere il senso profondo della loro religione come l avevano riformulata durante il periodo trascorso in
mesopotamia ciò che rende interessante ancora oggi lo studio dei racconti patriarcali consiste anche nel
fatto che i loro protagonisti sono considerati come padri nella fede dai seguaci di tre grandi religioni che
per questo sono dette abramitiche ebraismo cristianesimo e islam ritornando alla fede dei padri comuni è
possibile aprire tra di esse un fruttuoso dialogo interreligioso

Mecca and Eden
2006-07

dopo dire fare baciare e liberté egalité fraternité in quest ultimo volume della trilogia intorno all atto della
lettura del testo biblico lidia maggi e angelo reginato mettono a tema il leggere insieme la scrittura nella
comunità ecclesiale riflettendo sulla natura relazionale e comunitaria della fede e della lettura biblica nel
contesto individualistico della contemporaneità da sempre le scritture ebraico cristiane sono lette in
comunità ancora oggi nelle sinagoghe come nelle chiese si costituiscono assemblee di lettrici e lettori del
testo biblico leggere la bibbia è un atto relazionale che domanda una comunità così come un atto
performativo che vi dà vita tuttavia il tempo in cui viviamo è segnato da una radicale messa in questione
di ogni forma comunitaria intorno a questo nodo la natura comunitaria della fede biblica e quella
individualistica della società contemporanea si articola il testo di lidia maggi e angelo reginato che a
partire dalle narrazioni dei quattro vangeli evidenzia le diverse figure di comunità in essi contenute le
diverse chiese lettrici implicite mettendole a confronto con le sfide del presente

The Quranic Noah and the Making of the Islamic Prophet
2015-09-25

Lettura Biblico-Teologica di 1Tm 2,12 e atti 18,26 nella
tradizione patristica: Il ruolo della donna nella chiesa e nella
famiglia con particolare riferimento alla teologia protologica
2018-01-24

Frammenti dei più antichi manoscritti biblici italiani (secc. XI-
XII)
2004

Angeli
2011-02-01T00:00:00+01:00

Tra ascolto e prassi custodire la parola
2005



Personaggi biblici nell'esegesi ebraica
2003

Cristianesimo e mito. Nuove prospettive del mito nella
tradizione biblica e cristiana
1989

Cristianesimo e mito
1973

Cristianesimo e mito
1975

Nuovo commentario biblico
2006

Sacre impronte e oggetti "non fatti da mano d'uomo" nelle
religioni
2011

Abramo Isacco e Giacobbe. Padri di ebrei, cristiani e
musulmani
2017-07-04

DIO UTILE E STRUMENTALIZZATO
2007

Cristo e le religioni
2022-08-15T00:00:00+02:00

Vi affido alla Parola
2001

Gesù e la salvezza
2003
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